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Artful investment: Blending art into the wealth management picture

The global art market is rapidly creating new opportunities at the intersection
of art and finance. As the population of high-net-worth individuals (HNWIs)
grows and the art market matures, the financial services industry is experiencing an increasing demand for innovation. A drift towards greater wealth
allocation in the form of collectibles – such as art, cars, wine and jewellery –
has formed interesting business prospects for many wealth managers, family
offices, insurance and private banking entities to manage and preserve the
value of these tangible assets.

D

ESPITE THE BOOSTED interest in art as an

changes and social impact investment models.

asset, growth trends in the art market have

Wealth managers who take advantage can trans-

been anaemic when compared to the growth

form a pool of players showing a nascent interest in

in global wealth. Why are we not seeing a higher

art collecting into a sea of fully engaged, high-

correlation between wealth generation and the size

wealth investors. By incorporating art into services,

and development of the art market? What is hold-

they can not only meet the growing demand for a

ing wealthy individuals back from putting more of

more holistic investment offering but can also

their wealth into art as an asset class?

secure a competitive advantage over financial ser-
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vices industry peers.
Deloitte has attempted to address these questions,
following responses to our 2019 annual Art &

Wealth managers who take
advantage can transform
a pool of players showing
a nascent interest in art
collecting into a sea of
fully engaged, high-wealth
investors.

Wealth Management Survey and taking into consideration the past eight years of survey responses.
Our research revealed that lack of transparency is
an ongoing concern for some collectors, causing
distrust in the market, but that a newer challenge
comes from next-generation investors whose interests extend beyond profit to social impact.
Three trends are directly or indirectly poised to
resolve these concerns: technology, regulatory

2019 ART & WEALTH MANAGEMENT SURVEY
Deloitte examines the market on a regular basis through our annual Art & Wealth Management
Survey. For the 2019 survey, Deloitte Luxembourg and analysis firm ArtTactic conducted research
between April and June 2019, polling 54 private banks and 25 family offices involved in wealth
management. As every year, we also surveyed other important stakeholders in the art and finance
worlds, including 105 major art collectors and 138 art professionals (galleries, auction houses, art
advisors, art lawyers, art insurers, art logistics providers, etc).
These stakeholders – from Europe, the US, the Middle East, Latin America and Asia – shared their
opinions on a variety of topics related to art as an asset class, as well as their motives, their current
and future involvement in the art market, and challenges and opportunities. In this article we explore
their responses that led to key observations about market value and why financial services should be
a part of art asset management. Survey findings are supplemented by secondary research as cited.
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FIGURE 1

HWNI wealth growth ($) vs global art market sales ($) growth
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What’s it worth? Valuing
the art market

Sharp contrast: Anaemic
global market growth
as wealth flourishes

Media headlines today are dominated by swelling
political and economic uncertainty, climate change,

Even as the total financial wealth of the HNWI

social inequality and rapid advancements in tech-

more than doubled between 2008 and 2018, from

nology; this is the context within which we view the

an estimated $32.8 trillion to $68.1 trillion, global

global art and finance convergence, where culture

art market sales saw only a nominal increase of 9

meets wealth. Despite solid growth for the major

per cent in the same period3 (see figure 1 above).

auction houses over the past 18 months, recent
results show that auction sales have been slowing

Despite solid growth for the
major auction houses over
the past 18 months, recent
results show that auction
sales have been slowing
down, by 20 per cent in the
first six months of 2019.

down, by 20 per cent in the first six months of
2019.2 This could signal an impending period of
slower growth for the global art market, brought on
by the unpredictability of Brexit negotiations and
the US trade situation with China, or any other of
the global challenges mentioned above.
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FIGURE 2

Economic outlook 2020

Economic review 2018
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FIGURE 3

Modern and contemporary art auction market sales in 2018 and Outlook 2019
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FIGURE 4

Global ultra-HNWI art and collectibles wealth estimates, 2018-23
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We estimate that ultra-HNWIs’ wealth was associ-

As shown in figure 5 (on page 7), artnet Index for

ated with art and collectibles wealth of $1.742

Top 100 Artists produced an encouraging 8 per cent

trillion in 2018 (see figure 4 above), up from $1.622

compound annual growth rate between 2000 and

trillion in 2016. This figure is expected to grow to an

2018.4 However, this statistic represents only part

estimated $2.125 trillion by 2023. However, this

of a larger picture, as the sample takes into account

projection assumes that art and collectible wealth

only the 100 top-earning artists, whose prices can

will grow as a constant function of the overall esti-

still rise in the face of overall weakening art sales.

mated growth in global wealth, but as we have

Also the evolution of the top 100 artists is limited to

already discussed, the growth in annual art market

100 artists and can still increase even if total art

sales has failed to keep pace with the increases in

sales are anaemic.

global wealth, and therefore the estimate might be
too optimistic as the evolution of prices for art and
collectibles, as well as the growth in annual collectible sales may not be sufficient to compensate for
the slow growth in art market sales.
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FIGURE 5

artnet Price Indices: Top 100 Artists
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FIGURE 6

Compound annual returns by major categories of art, as of 2019
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FIGURE 7

Realised compound annual returns, 2014-2018
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Long-term holding
periods boost value

The art of inclusion

Repeat auction sales data suggests that works of art

agreement among wealth managers, art profession-

held off the auction market for at least ten years

als and art collectors that art is an important part of

have benefitted from the ‘holding period effect’:

a wealth management service offering (see figure 8

They were more likely to be sold for a profit and had

below). This opinion marks the strongest consensus

less-volatile compound annual returns. It’s worth

on this point since the launch of the survey in 2011.

This year’s survey findings show particularly high

5

noting for wealth managers interested in promoting
long-term assets whose value is protected.

Varying focus on
art-secured lending

Adding art to the financial
services management palette

Despite the acknowledgement of art as a valuable
asset, only 26 per cent of wealth managers surveyed

A large majority of wealth managers who responded

said that this will be one of their areas of focus in

to our survey, 83 per cent, said they have been

the coming 12 months. What’s more, despite the

responding to an increase in competition by offering

significant demand for art-secured lending services6

a more holistic wealth management advisory service

among collectors and art professionals, only 16 per

to their clients. To this end, more of them are includ-

cent of European banks said they will focus on

ing art and collectibles in their service offering.

art-secured lending during the coming 12 months.
Eighty per cent of US private banks said this would
be a focal point for them.
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FIGURE 8

Art & Wealth Management Survey respondents’ support
For including art and collectibles in wealth management oﬀering (% answering ‘Yes’)
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What’s holding Europe back from art-secured lend-

There is clearly plenty of opportunity where art invest-

ing while the US forges ahead? The answer is, at least

ment is concerned, but a few important challenges

partly, the lack of a legal framework. The notion of art

seem to be standing in the way of widespread uptake.

as an asset class is less widely understood in Europe

The biggest one might be transparency and its influ-

than it is in the US. Moreover, there is no uniform sys-

ence on the reputation of the art market. Simply put,

tem of registration of charges over chattels, such as

there is often a lack of trust stemming from opaque

the US has with the Uniform Commercial Code

practices with art assets, such as: potential conflicts of

(UCC). Each European country has its own system,

interest, asymmetry of information, difficulty in

and many of these systems are not suited to the art-se-

assessing prices, lack of standards to value art works,

cured lending market as it exists in the 21st century.

lack of standards regarding the documents needed to

As a result, the US dominates the global art-secured

ensure authenticity, provenance, conditions, lack of

lending market with an estimated 90 per cent share.7

code of conducts, fight against fakes and forged works
and documents, etc.
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FIGURE 9

Art & Wealth Management Survey respondents’ views
of the most threatening/damaging issues in terms of art market reputation
Wealth managers 2019

Collectors 2019

Art professionals 2019

Authenticity, lack of provenance, forgery and attribution
84%
76%
76%

Lack of transparency
77%
75%
75%

Price manipulation and other anti-competitive behaviour
79%
75%
75%

Lack of title register/unique identiﬁer for objects
72%
49%
54%

Lack of international standards around professional qualiﬁcations in the art market
63%
56%
63%

Money laundering
76%
59%
65%

Undisclosed conﬂicts of interest
76%
69%
71%

Secret commissions
68%
64%
69%

Insider dealing
62%
56%
60%

Conﬁdentiality around the sellers and buyers
37%
40%
35%

Auction guarantees
34%
35%
49%
Source: Deloitte Luxembourg and ArtTactic Art & Finance Report 2019.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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FIGURE 10

Repairing trust through
transparency

Art & Wealth Management Survey
respondents’ trust
In currently available qualitative and
quantitative art market data (those rating
trust as 4 or 5 out of 5)

In this year’s survey, 75 per cent of collectors said that
lack of transparency was the biggest threat to the reputation of the market (see figure 9 on page 10). This is

Art professionnals

an increase from 62 per cent in the 2017 survey, and

31%

marks the strongest consensus on this point since we
introduced this question in 2016. If these seasoned

Collectors
30%

and established collectors say transparency is their
main concern, it’s more understandable why potential

Wealth managers

new art buyers and collectors might shy away, caus-

16%

ing the market to miss out on the rapid growth in
their wealth.

Source: Deloitte Luxembourg and ArtTactic Art & Finance
Report 2019.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

The survey also revealed that 82 per cent of private
banks and 90 per cent of family offices cited lack of

Could the new EU regulations bolster trust in the

art market transparency as one the biggest chal-

art market? And if so, how should stakeholders

lenges facing art and wealth management. Of the

embrace these changes? What support is needed to

private banks, 85 per cent stated that money laun-

help the industry overcome and thrive in the new

dering is a key threat to the market’s reputation.

compliance environment? Despite the challenges

Governmental regulatory changes may be the anti-

the Anti-Money Laundering Directive is expected to

dote to this condition, despite a lack of consensus

present, other industries that have undergone simi-

among market stakeholders about the value of gov-

lar transitions (including finance and diamonds)

ernment regulation over self-regulation.

have realised a compelling bonus to compliance:
The reputational benefits of a more transparent and
professional compliance environment ultimately

Reaping regulatory benefits

create more trust and chances to extend a market
beyond its boundaries.

All the stakeholders Deloitte surveyed called for
modernisation of current business: moving away

Evidence from analysis of the diamond market8

from old practices and embracing ones that can

shows that banks are slowly engaging in opportuni-

improve trust. One of the key points is transpar-

ties in that sector again, thanks to its focus on

ency. The advent of the EU’s 5th Anti-Money

compliance and transparency; having previously

Laundering Directive, coming into force in January

viewed the diamond sector as high risk, many banks

2020, may become a catalyst to drive this cause.

had stepped back to adopt a ‘better safe than sorry’
approach. With art, as more traders and intermedi-

The scope of the EU regulations is being extended

aries are encouraged to take compliance to the next

to include the art trade as of January 2020, and the

level, the market’s reputation could improve and

new directive will likely have a significant effect on

potentially lead to expansion and new business

all aspects of the market. Dealers, auction houses

opportunities.

and other art work traders will become subject to
the same regulations as other ‘gatekeepers’, such as
banks, accountants and lawyers.
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FIGURE 11

Statistics on ArtTech startups
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15%

12%
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ArtTech startups
funding
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ArtTech startups
funding by %,
2000-2018
50%

Using blockchain technology

Tech companies

Art collectors

Institutional investors

Crowd-investing (ICO)

The art world ecosystem map
Discovery

5%

20%

33%

24%

Investors of
ArtTech startups,
by category
38%

80%

Data

1 investor

2-5 investors

6-10 investors

11-20 investors

21-50 investors

Multiply Investors (ICO)

20%

5%

Logistics

ArtTech startups
emerged after 2017

10%

64%

$438,900,000

Without blockchain

$17,500,000
$104,800,000 $10,000,000
$23,330,000
$35,200,000

10%

ArtTech startups
funding
by number
of investors (%)

12%

ArtTech startups
emerged after 2017

Transactions

25%

10%

Data

30%

ArtTech startups
funding by number
of investors
(numbers)

25%
$192,700,000
Source: Denis Belkevich & Roxanna Zarnegar, Fuelarts, “The future of the art world ecosystem: a study of technology,
education and growth”. Deloitte Luxembourg & ArtTactic Art & Finance Report 2019. All ﬁgures are given in US dollars.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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FIGURE 12

Supporting ArtTech
(old investment models
need not apply)

Art & Wealth Management Survey
respondents’ interest
Social impact vs ﬁnancial investment in art: in
terms of investing in art, which of the following
art investment products would be of most interest
to you?

Technology is another strong contender to bring
change and growth to the art market. Deloitte’s survey

Wealth managers

results this year show that art collectors and professionals are attaching a much stronger sense of

Collectors

Art professionals

Social responsible investment products in
culture (as already exists for environment
and education)

importance to art technology (ArtTech) and its potential to help crest many of the industry’s current
hurdles. They can see the value of incorporating new

49%

technology and innovation into, or instead of, tradi-

31%

tional business methods to deliver art services. Among

28%

the benefits ArtTech startups can bring are bolstered

Art investment funds

transparency and trust, whether through blockchain
technology, more data, better data analytics or artifi-

38%

cial intelligence.

33%
17%

Significant funding is required to build the next gener-

Source: Deloitte Luxembourg and ArtTactic Art & Finance
Report 2019.

ation of ArtTech companies. Research findings
suggest that ArtTech investment will move from

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

‘transactional’ businesses to art infrastructure invest-

Blurring lines between social
impact and art, culture

ments in tech startups.9 This can help build a better
and more efficient art market environment, because
the technology being developed can improve not only
transparency but experience, research, dissemination

Building on the potential for change that regula-

of information, liquidity and risk reduction.

tions and technology can bring, there is a third
global trend Deloitte has observed that the financial

The ArtTech business model is often seen as a mis-

services industry should not ignore. With art sales

match, of the typically long ‘runway’ that leads to the

having reached record levels in recent years – works

establishment of art-related businesses, and the funds

of art are frequently selling for multimillions of dol-

invested in their creation. A different type of invest-

lars – conversations about the impact of wealth on

ment model is needed: one better aligned with the

the art and cultural landscape are taking on new

long-term nature of the investment and market stake-

aspects. Possibly more important, many wealth

holder resistance to technology (as experienced in any

owners are focusing on investments that bring a

business sector that faces technological change).

positive impact to society and the world at large.

Such a model might be found through the develop-

In this year’s survey, 65 per cent of collectors said

ment of an angel-investor network for ArtTech

that art and philanthropy are the most relevant ser-

startups, backed by collectors and art professionals

vices a wealth manager can offer. The community of

who have a good understanding of the functioning

wealth managers we surveyed seems to have

and particularities of the art market. Such a network

responded to this trend, with more than half saying

could ensure more effective allocation of capital

they will focus on this area in the coming 12

towards initiatives that address real issues of the art

months, up from 40 per cent in the 2017 survey. It

world, and could align investors’ expectations and

could make strategic sense for wealth managers to

motives with the long-runway reality, as they have a

combine their clients’ interests in art and culture,

better understanding of the functioning and particu-

and their art-related wealth, with philanthropic and

larities of the art markets.

social-impact investment models.
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Progressive investors
demand new ideas

With new transparency requirements, wealth managers should also have better knowledge about their
clients’ art and collectible assets, to ensure adequate

There is significant scope for rethinking the estab-

protection. Regulation and technology may very well

lished social investment models so they can more

help breed a more professional and transparent art

aptly be applied. Until today, philanthropic invest-

industry, fostering trust and engagement. In this

ment in art and culture often has been viewed

bright vision of the future, financial services entities

through a narrow lens that focuses only on private

would be able to develop new art and wealth manage-

patronage and museum building. However, new

ment services and become stronger advocates for art

ideas – broader and more ambitious in scope –

as a viable asset class. There is promising evidence

would be welcomed by today’s open-minded but

that this can be manifested, looking to the US and its

shrewd investors. They seek social investment

legal framework that has supported growth and devel-

models that concentrate on noncommercial art

opment of the world’s largest art-secured lending

and cultural projects and institutions, which they

market.

can fund through innovative investment and
financing programmes.

Many of the issues and challenges raised in this
report require a cross-disciplinary approach that
calls out to all stakeholders in the art and financial

Rough sketch of the future

services industries – including, potentially, governments – to come together to develop a common

The bottom line is that wealth managers should

vision, and promote standards and guidelines to

rethink the client experience, especially for ultra-HN-

achieve this. This could be a critical milestone in

WIs, and take a new approach to art and wealth

reversing any deterioration of trust among market

management services; this could allow them to be

stakeholders, which poses a great threat to future

competitive, satisfy investors’ emotional interests and

art-finance developments.

develop closer ties with clients. They should consider
developing a holistic strategy that incorporates both

What also could be needed is a more unified voice

the emotional and financial factors associated with

and a common platform where stakeholders can

wealth preservation and management. Ultra-wealth

discuss, advocate, and give advice and guidelines

holders seek connections, particularly emotional and

for best practices, helping establish a strategy for

personal connections. In this domain, art and wealth

how to best regulate/self-regulate the art market.

management could develop a mutually beneficial

Without such an integrated voice, the art market

partnership.

risks falling under additional government regulation, which could increase the industry opacity
– meaning less transparency, rather than more.

Until today, philanthropic
investment in art and
culture often has been
viewed through a narrow
lens that focuses only on
private patronage and
museum building.
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Promoting responsible
practices: Lessons learnt
from the Responsible
Art Market Initiative

After five years of the initiative, what
industry lessons has RAM learnt so far?
The biggest one might be that there is a real and
sustained appetite for practical guidance on risks in

Should the art industry be subject to stricter regula-

the art market and responsible practices to address

tions? The question remains a key concern for many

them. One of the measures of RAM’s success is the

people working in the art trade: Some argue in

growing number of people attending its annual

favour of tighter reins, for greater transparency and

event, including very diverse and international art

accountability, while others warn of the added costs

market professionals, such as art dealers, gallery

and challenges further regulation would create.

representatives, academics, service providers and

Regardless, there appears to be a slow acceptance

government agencies. This indicates a real interest

that this is an important industry worth over

in the initiative’s mission and shows that RAM is

$60 billion, with the inherent risks of financialisa-

clearly viewed as offering a welcome platform to

tion and the need for more sustainable practices.

address the risks faced by the industry from a prac-

10

tical, holistic standpoint, and suggest the best
A challenge facing the art market today is maintain-

practice that should be adopted in response.

ing trust and credibility in a market that has
discretion at its core, while not undermining the

The growing number of art dealers, individuals and

industry’s commercial interests but promoting fair

collectors who use or have adopted the RAM guide-

and efficient competition for future growth.

lines and checklists in their businesses indicates

The Responsible Art Market Initiative (RAM) is a

ence for responsible conduct in the art market. It

direct response to that challenge. Deloitte sought

has succeeded in remaining accessible and useful for

the perspectives of two members of its Task Force,

all art trade players, including smaller organisations

to explain how the initiative is helping foster a dia-

without large compliance or legal departments.

that the initiative has become a key point of refer-

logue about next steps for the industry: Justine
Ferland, a researcher at the University of Geneva’s

A challenge facing the
art market today is
maintaining trust and
credibility in a market that
has discretion at its core,
while not undermining
the industry’s commercial
interests but promoting fair
and efficient competition
for future growth.

Art-Law Centre and an attorney-at-law (Quebec,
Canada), and Sandrine Giroud, a partner at
LALIVE, Switzerland and board member of the Art
Law Foundation. RAM is a nonprofit, cross-market
initiative launched in Geneva, Switzerland in 2015.
Its mission is to raise awareness among art businesses of the risks facing the industry, and provide
practical guidance and a platform to share best
practices that address those risks.
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How do you encourage dialogue about

To facilitate smaller group conversations and

the best practices RAM advocates?

ensure that national issues and particularities are
adequately addressed, RAM is currently working on

RAM has created a space where practices can be

the creation of Regional Committees. For the

discussed freely and in a constructive manner. It

moment, these efforts are focused on the United

holds an annual conference in Geneva during the

States and the United Kingdom (in addition to

artgenève art fair. This provides an opportunity for

Switzerland). These Regional Committees are

art market professionals to meet and exchange

intended to allow smaller groups of interested pro-

ideas on market practices, challenges and new

fessionals to organise local awareness-raising

initiatives.

events and discuss topics that are especially relevant to their jurisdictions and areas of practice.

There are other, numerous international events,
through which the initiative has brought together

Tell us about the guidance you have

unlikely groups of panellists who have, or represent,

published for the industry.

diverse – and sometimes opposing – interests.
These panellists, whose varied backgrounds include

RAM has published two sets of practical guidelines

the art business, finance, legal compliance, art his-

and checklists that are increasingly used and

tory and scientific expertise, have participated

referred to: the Guidelines on Combatting Money

heartily in frank exchanges.

Laundering and Terrorist Financing12 and the Art
Transaction Due Diligence Toolkit.13 RAM fur-

Topics have included the need (or not) for further

thered its mission by submitting the draft

regulation in the art market, the usefulness of new

guidelines and checklists for public consultations,

technologies and the practicalities and limits of risk

reaching out to key stakeholders for suggestions on

management procedures. Some panellists also

how to improve, simplify and enhance them prior to

agreed to touch upon sensitive topics about which

their public launch. This ensured that the published

they usually prefer not to speak in public, strength-

documents are applicable in practice.

11

ening RAM’s position as an independent and open
discussion forum that welcomes all art businesses

One of the measures
of RAM’s success is the
growing number of people
attending its annual
event, including very
diverse and international
art market professionals,
such as art dealers, gallery
representatives, academics,
service providers, and
government agencies.

and their employees to discuss art market practices.
RAM started in Switzerland but can
the global industry find use in it?
Having organised events in Geneva, London and
New York, so far, and with Advisory Board members coming from all across Europe and the United
States, RAM has long since transcended the Swiss
borders of its two founding institutions (the Art
Law Foundation and the University of Geneva’s ArtLaw Centre) to become an international point of
reference in responsible art market practices. This
is excellent news but also sometimes complicates
discussions and working sessions among the stakeholders involved.
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With stricter anti-money laundering and terrorist

Although the website’s exact form is still to be

financing regulations having recently come into

determined, RAM hopes to share as many relevant

force (or coming into force in the near future), RAM

resources as possible, link to other initiatives and

will be reviewing its Guidelines on Combatting

organisations who are playing a role in creating a

Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing and

more responsible art market, invite further com-

especially the various country guides summarising

ments on the existing guidelines and checklists,

the anti-money laundering regimes that apply in

and, in the long term, foster online dialogue among

different jurisdictions. This is designed to ensure

all members of the ‘RAM Community’.

14

that all its materials remain up to date.
Is RAM offering any kind of official
certification to art businesses?

RAM is also working on a new set of guidelines,
aimed at summarising best practices for authentications of fine art, in the specific and practical spirit of

Throughout its expansion, RAM has endeavoured to

the two previous publications. These guidelines are

remain fully independent and avoid all actual or

expected to be launched at RAM’s next annual con-

perceived conflicts of interest. It has done so by

ference, in Geneva at the beginning of 2020.

aiming for equal representation of all art market
stakeholders in its working group – now renamed
the Advisory Board. This includes large and small

RAM hopes to share as
many relevant resources
as possible, link to other
initiatives and organisations
who are playing a role
in creating a more
responsible art market.

galleries, auction houses, dealers, freeports, lawyers, law-enforcement officers, art experts,
appraisers, insurance companies, insurance brokers, compliance experts and academics.
From the outset, RAM has also clearly held that it is
not – and will not become – a certification body for
‘diligent’ or ‘responsible’ art businesses, to remain
fully independent and neutral. However, this question
often recurs at RAM events and bilateral discussions
with art market stakeholders. For that reason, some
form of certification by a different independent body

Are there any digital resources that offer

may indeed be helpful in the future, to further

opportunities for discussion or guidance?

increase transparency and trust in the market.

The growing interest expressed by various art mar-

What is needed to continue moving

ket players in getting involved in the initiative has

forward with addressing risks and

prompted RAM to reflect on ways to further develop

adopting responsible practices?

and encourage dialogue on a daily basis, outside its
various events and public consultations. In that

The RAM experience shows that the art market

regard, RAM is currently working on an updated,

needs and wants more dialogue on best practices.

more interactive website, which it hopes will

Whatever the direction taken with regard to (self-)

become a truly interactive platform where all inter-

regulation of the art market, dialogue should be the

ested stakeholders can engage in further discussion

first step to ensure that the relevant information is

of risk and best practices in the market.

shared and considered, to lay the foundation for a
sustainable art market.
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